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newsletter.Q: How to get JRE path in Jenkins pipelines using environment variables? I am trying to use java-11-openjdk pipeline
(setup using this example) for creating a build (using maven) in Jenkins. At a certain point we need to run a java process which
requires to fetch the JRE path (actually this is a server app). How can we get the JRE path (in pipelines) using the environment
variables set in agent vars? In the Jenkinsfile, I could see the JAVA_HOME property (please check the image below) which is

available to the script/code it self, but can't see an equivalent. Do we have any other way to accomplish this? A: According to this
doc, you can use vars.JAVA_HOME, which should be the same as environment variable JAVA_HOME. See below: vars This

section includes environment variables that are available within build steps. For example, it includes ${JAVA_HOME}, which is
used by projects for Java version control. Q: QWebEngineDownloadRequest only downloads the last file I am using

QWebEngine to download multiple files through the api. AQHttpClient only seems to download the last file only. I have noticed
that on this url: I have 2 files attached to the download. I am able to download both files, but with

QWebEngineDownloadRequest I only get the last file to be downloaded. I have tried to set the mimeTypes parameter to see if it
has something to do with the multiple files but it didn't help. Here is my code: import sys from PyQt5.QtCore import * from

PyQt5.QtWidgets import * from PyQt5.QtGui import * from PyQt5 import * import aiobotocore 3e33713323
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